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     It was Saturday morning, 5:15 AM to be 
exact. Only one thing can motivate high school 
students to wake up this early...Beach Blitz! 
The team assembled behind the K2 classroom 
and prepared to depart for the Robodox’s first 
competition of the year. Day 1 of Beach Blitz 
started with the pit set-up. The Robot First Aid 
Station and Dox Spot, stations our team sets 
up where the Robodox and other teams can 
come to help one another, were unfortunately 
not part of this event.  
     Once the pit was all set up, division leads 
began to do a thorough check up on our robot, 
Ruby the Rheumatologist. Immediately, we 
found ourselves in an unexpected 
predicament. Due to the introduction of new 
computers from Granada, the programming 
lead didn’t know if he had the right code or if it  

would work at all. With the help of the 
mentors, coaches, and a GHCHS Robodox 
alumnus, the problem was miraculously 
solved before the team’s first match. On the 
field, the team slowly rose the ranks with 
each every match. Beach Blitz day 1 concludes 
with the Robodox cheer and a reflection. 
    Much like Day 1, Day 2 was riddled with 
unforeseen problems, but also like Day 1 the 
team pulled through brilliantly. Though the 
Robodox put forth their all, Ruby saw her last 
official FRC Steamworks match in the semi 
finals. Day 2 came to a conclusion with the 
award ceremony. 
     Though we did not win, the Robodox did not 
come back empty handed. Veterans reflected 
on what they could have done better while 
Rookies learned about the different jobs at 
competitions as well what each job entails. 
Having experienced their first competition as 
a Robodox team member, Rookies got a taste 
of what is to come in the future. 

BEACH BLITZ: 

WAVES OF FUN
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VEX VIEWPOINT: 

VICTORY IN THE CANYON  
     After weeks of preparation and hard work on their 
robots, the Robodox VEX teams 599A and 599B 
competed against many other teams in an exciting
competition at Viewpoint School in Calabasas, California. 
This year’s VEX competition is called “In the Zone,” which 
involves stacking and moving cones. The competition 
day began at 7:15 am in the enormous gym of Viewpoint, 
with the ‘Dox saving seats in the stands for their fellow 
teammates and getting their robots ready for 
competition. This competition was the rookies’ first VEX 
competition of the year, and it was a great experience 
for them to become familiar VEX Competitions. 
     Throughout the day, many of the rookies were 
scouting and providing valuable information about other 
teams for alliances. Some rookies like Nishat Imteaz and 
Sami Haq were able to experience what it was like in the 
pit, learning to work under pressure with other veteran 
members of the team. Uyen Nguyen and Omeed 
Shahhosseini were at the practice fields numerous times 
and were able to develop four automatons. They also 
received the sixth highest score in the skills challenge, 
an incredible feat! While in the pit, Qusai and other 
members of the team talked with other teams about 
their game strategy, discussing possible alliances as 
well. Both ‘Dox VEX teams worked hard and persevered 
through many challenges during qualification matches, 
and for the 599B, their hard work paid off -- Patriot High 
School chose them for their alliance.  
      During the elimination matches, loud cheering and 
clapping from the Robodox in the stands could be heard, 
showing their support for the 599B team. There was lots 
of team spirit and morale during these matches; 
everyone was excited to see who would win the 
competition and qualify for states. At the time to 
announce the winners, everyone was on the edge of 
their seats; there was electricity in the air.  The Red 
Alliance (Team 599B, Team 1437V, and Team 1437Z) 
were announced as champions, qualifying for states, 
and everyone in the stands exploded in cheers. This VEX 
competition at Viewpoint was a great and fun 
experience for every ‘Dox member, and we are all 
looking forward to VEX competitions in the future. 22



     After a hectic week consisting of designing and 
building their own robots, the Robodox continue to 
strive to spread STEM ideals throughout their 
communities every Friday. The Robodox also organize 
additional lesson plans in order to introduce these 
students to essential engineering fundamentals, such 
as basic design principles and key programming skills. 
Likewise, the Robodox also arrange a wide variety of 
events every week for the students in order to enhance 
their creative outlets; as a result, the students often 
engage in activities which include building model 
houses from spare beams to designing intricate claws 
to compete in the season’s current game. The team 
from Van Gogh Street Elementary School, the 
Goghbots, recently competed in a local competition at 
Mulholland Middle School and despite being a rookie 
team they placed sixth out of twenty-eight veteran 
teams! Needless to say, the Robodox were ecstatic 
about this win and celebrated with the students the 
following Friday.  

OUTREACH: 

ROOKIE INTEGRATION:  
     While the old Dox members went out the 
new ones rolled in. These fresh minds would 
soon know the ropes of K2. The rookies were 
introduced to robotics as they tried fabrication, 
CAD, programming, electronics/pneumatics 
and VEX. In fabrication, they learned to cut 
metal and work with tools to build robot parts; 
in CAD, they used solidworks to make the 
blueprints for robot pieces; in programming, 
they learned the basics of how to code the 
robots; in electronics/pneumatics they worked 
with the wires, tanks, and tubes for the robot; 
and in VEX, they let their imaginations guide 
the way for their design. After their weeks of 
trying out all these different systems they 
made their final decisions as to where they 
wanted to specialize and got to work learning 
more about their system.   

DOX IN TRAINING
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